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Prepare for a Future Filled with Glory
y Author shows how anti-Christian sentiment in the
world connects to biblical prophecy and the return of
Jesus
y Author is a senior leader of the International House of
Prayer, which reaches over 5,000 people locally through
its university and church
y Author’s ministry reaches millions globally through
social media and its live-stream prayer room and conferences

W

hile the spiritual atmosphere grows more toxic and the world becomes more anti-God, Christians are engaging less and less with their
faith in Christ and the power of the Holy Spirit. We do not have to fear the
future. But we must not be surprised by it or be unprepared to face it.
In this insightful book, David Sliker helps readers understand and
prepare for a future filled with glory and victory for the church, unfolding in
the context of unprecedented rage, rebellion, and resistance by the world
around us. Full of practical application, this book connects readers to the
current storm that is upon us, contextualizing today’s news, current events,
and cultural narratives through the lens of biblical prophecy and the return
of Jesus.
The greatest days of the church lie ahead. We can stand strong, persevere, and overcome in these days!

The Nations Rage
David Sliker
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David Sliker has been an executive leader, speaker,
and author at the International House of Prayer
Missions Base in Kansas City, Missouri, for nearly
20 years. David, who ministers and serves with his
wife and their four children, finds his primary calling
is as an intercessory missionary, leading night-andday prayer with worship for revival and breakthrough
in America. Additionally, he is the vice president
of the International House of Prayer University and
ministers around the world to equip saints in prayer
and intimacy with God, the power of the Holy Spirit,
passion for the Scriptures, and the proclamation of
Jesus and his return.
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Prepare a Place for God’s Presence
y “An insightful, challenging and inspirational how-to
manual for repairing, rebuilding, and restoring our
heart-altar so the Holy Spirit can reignite His lasting fire
of revival in us!”—Dr. Wess Stafford, former president,
Compassion International
y Authors have combined social media reach of 250,000
y Endorsed by Cindy Jacobs, Robert Henderson, and
Dutch Sheets

F

ew believers experience God’s altar—a place of pure and wholehearted
relationship and worship where our holy God can meet with us and the
fire of his presence can fall. But such an altar is necessary in our personal
lives, our marriages, our churches, and our nations so that we are strengthened, empowered, and equipped for every good work.
In this influential, modern-day call back to the altar, Chuck D. Pierce and
Alemu Beeftu invite readers to find their way to rebuild the place of God’s
presence to allow the fire of God—his presence and power—to fall. When
we rekindle the altar fire, our lives, prayer, and worship are transformed.
The time to rebuild altars for fresh fire is now!

Rekindle the Altar Fire
Chuck D. Pierce and Alemu Beeftu
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Evangelism Made Easy
y Two books—a field guide and leader’s guide—present
an easy, effective way to share the gospel
y Author is connected with dynamic leaders like Brian
“Head” Welch (Korn), Robby Dawkins, and Brian Sumner
y Each book includes an attractive four-color tear-off
Equipping Card that readers can use anywhere—a
unique tool to help fulfill the Great Commission

A

s many as 96% of Christians are not leading anyone to Jesus. Which
means that the vast majority of the wider church is, at best, simply
sowing. The kingdom of God, however, requires both sowing and reaping.
If we neglect reaping, we will not have a healthy harvest.
Jesus at the Door offers a unique tool—an Equipping Card to use with
anyone you know, anywhere—and practical, step-by-step instructions,
helping readers witness to friends, family, even strangers on the street.
This tried-and-tested method is framed around nine points and a picture,
and takes about two minutes from introduction to salvation.
A Leader’s Guide to Jesus at the Door explains in greater detail how to
use the Equipping Card and is the perfect resource for pastors and ministry
leaders who want to help their congregations or group members share
the gospel effectively, partnering with the Holy Spirit and inviting users to
learn to grow in Spirit-led evangelism. This book shows how you—yes,
even you—can move from being a seasoned sower into a relentless
reaper, living out a naturally supernatural lifestyle.

Jesus at the Door
A Leader’s Guide to Jesus
at the Door
Scott McNamara
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Jesus at the Door, an international ministry. Originally from
Liverpool, England, he travels
the world equipping the body of
Christ to become reapers and
not just sowers. To become rescuers and not just spectators.
Scott was featured recently in
the Christian documentary Finger of God 2. He and
his wife, Jaye, and four children are headquartered in
Woodland, Washington, at The Promise Church. Learn
more at www.jesusatthedoor.com.
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EXCERPT
The brightest minds in the world
today are still essentially relegated
to I.Q. and E.Q., virtually ignoring the
deeper dimensions of our spiritual
capacity for brilliance. The silver
lining of this spiritual ignorance is
that it has inadvertently unlocked an
opportunity for believers to explore
the nature of this whole new world.
The apostle Paul inspired this
expedition when he exhorted us to
“be renewed in the spirit of your
mind,” and invited us actually to have
the “mind of Christ.” On the surface
this seems to be a simple exhortation
to learn to think well, but upon deeper
examination the ramifications of Paul’s
insight are stunning. Notice that Paul
instructs us to renew not the lower
dimensions of thinking (represented in
modern times by I.Q and E.Q.), but the
“spirit of your mind.” He was intentionally instructing us to give attention to a
specific dimension of thinking.
There are many profound advantages
that we followers of Jesus have over
those who have yet to experience his
transforming power. But it should suffice
to say that the most creative, inventive,
ingenious, imaginative, inspired, brilliant, resourceful, innovative, advanced
ideas should be flowing from the sons
and daughters of God. We are alive
in the Spirit, endowed with wisdom,
commissioned with power, and given
authority to make a profound difference
in the world. It is past time that we rise
to our high call in Christ Jesus and start
thinking like royalty!
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You Have the Spiritual
Capacity for Brilliance
y Kris Vallotton is a bestselling
author and internationally
respected pastor and speaker
whose books have sold hundreds of thousands worldwide
y The biblical promise of a “renewed mind” includes accessing God’s thoughts and ideas
y Author’s combined social media
followers number 670,000; his
website gets nearly 2 million
page views annually
y Includes a quiz to assess your
spiritual intelligence
y Foreword by Dr. Caroline
Leaf, author of the bestselling
Switch On Your Brain

T

wo “quotients” analyze our minds and emotions: I.Q. and E.Q. But Kris Vallotton believes
we are ignoring a deeper dimension—spiritual intelligence. Because believers have the
mind of Christ through the Holy Spirit, we have the capacity for brilliance. God invites us to
embark on a journey of discovery as he reveals mysteries and helps us bring our perspective
in line with his—transforming our understanding and endowing us with spiritual intelligence.
In this eye-opening new release, pastor and bestselling author Kris Vallotton says that
God invites us to think like him. He answers questions such as
• What are the five dimensions of spiritual intelligence?
• How can I build new neural pathways to supernatural thinking?
• How do I recognize my sphere of influence and the borders of my divine assignment?
• And much more!
As you listen to the Holy Spirit and realize what it means to have the mind of Christ, you
have the capacity for life-transforming spiritual intelligence unavailable in any other way.

Spiritual Intelligence
Kris Vallotton
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Empowering Women to Live
a Spirit-Filled Life
y Wallace has been a featured “life coach” guest for shows
on NBC, ABC, FOX, and KTHV’s morning show
y Author is the founder of EMwomen, a nonprofit organization dedicated to rescuing girls and women in crisis
and training them to walk in faith and confidence
y Wallace is a highly motivated and engaging speaker
with a growing social media base

W

omen today are expected to multitask—to serve, lead, influence,
manage their busy schedules, nurture their families, and at the
same time harness their emotions. Meanwhile, Satan, the longtime enemy
of women, tells them they are not good enough, not successful enough,
and certainly not capable of making a difference.
An author who knows how to access the power and gifts of the Holy
Spirit in everyday life, Staci Wallace helps women resist the forces of
darkness and rise up empowered to take on and win whatever battle they
face.
In Fueled by Fire, she takes readers on a journey through the lives of
women in the Bible as well as through her own story of conquering deadly
diseases, climbing corporate ladders, and raising world-changers. She
inspires women to believe that, with God, anything is possible.

Fueled by Fire
Staci Wallace
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A Proven Guide for Cultivating
Your Children’s Spiritual Gifts
y Author is connected to Shawn Bolz and Bill Johnson,
popular pastor and author of Raising Giant-Killers
y Equips parents to guide children in their walk
with Jesus
y Social media tribe of 41,000+
y Foreword by Bill Johnson

W

ith all the responsibilities parents have raising children, one key
area is often neglected: helping sons and daughters understand and
grow in their spiritual gifting—at any age.
In this groundbreaking resource, children’s pastor Seth Dahl helps
parents minister to and with their children, shaping them into the gifted
individuals God designed them to be, while simultaneously doing damage
to the kingdom of darkness. He covers important topics such as
• creating a culture of faith at home
• helping your children navigate spiritual realities
• guiding your children to live out the kingdom in their everyday
lives
• and more!
By using the practical tools offered here, you will guide your children
effectively and confidently. Bring the life-changing power of God into your
home—and raise Spirit-led kids.

Raising Spirit-Led Kids
Seth Dahl
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Seth Dahl pastored children
for four years with Metro World
Child in New York City, then
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writer and worldwide speaker
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known for his powerful wisdom
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A Combative Book of
Prayers and Declarations
y Author is an internationally known evangelist, author,
and highly sought out speaker
y An attractive, powerful book of prayers for waging war
against the enemy
y Includes declarations for readers to speak in order to
eradicate strongholds in their lives
y Armed and Dangerous has sold almost 60,000 copies

S

atan prowls around, ready to pounce on our every weakness, fill us
with fear, and destroy our intimate relationship with Christ. But we are
not defenseless. We have weapons of warfare enabling us to be spiritually
aggressive and face the devil head on. Rather than lose ground in our faith,
we can live armed and dangerous!
In this handbook of militant prayers, evangelist John Ramirez helps you
prepare for and move into advanced combat. He covers topics such as
• strengthening your position as a warrior
• opening your spiritual eyes
• releasing the thunder of God against the devil
• loosing God’s blessings
• and more!
We have the authority and the mandate to destroy the works of the
devil. Let’s do it!

Combat Prayers to Crush
the Enemy
John Ramirez
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Discover Hope and Healing
through Forgiveness
y Life-transforming teaching in a small, inexpensive format from the founder of Ellel Ministries
y Ellel Ministries has 50 centers in more than 35 countries
y Helps release those longing for freedom from the pain
of being wronged

O

n the cross Jesus prayed these dramatic words: “Father, forgive them,
for they do not know what they are doing.” He set a powerful example
for us, demonstrating that forgiveness is possible even in the face of the
worst that human beings can do to one another; and it frees us from hurtful
and damaging human relationships. Forgiveness is the key to restoring
our relationship with God, and it is the beginning of our lifetime adventure
with Him.
This liberating teaching from Ellel Ministries founder Peter Horrobin explores the most powerful prayer on earth—the prayer of forgiveness, even
toward those who don’t “deserve” it. As we learn to set forgiveness as a
foundation stone of our faith, we can rise above the bondage of bitterness.
Here you will find words of healing for your past and the ability to walk
through new doors of freedom in your future.
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Feels Impossible
Peter Horrobin
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